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The Radical Tradition
2011-03-01

an exploration of tpics that does not attempt to examine
the nature of tradition from the more transcendent
perspective it concentrates on those political social and
economic traidtions which often align themselves with the
aforementioned tendices that are to be found at the highest
level

Metapolitics
2020-05-05

badiou indicts this approach which reduces politics to a
matter of opinion thus eliminating any of its truly radical
and emancipatory possibilities against this intellectual
tradition badiou proposes instead the consideration of
politics in terms of the production of truth and the
affirmation of equality he demands that the question of a
possible political truth be separated from any notion of
consensus or public opinion and that political action be
rethought in terms of the complex process that binds
discussion to decision starting from this analysis badiou
critically examines the thought of anthropologist and
political theorist sylvain lazarus jacques ranciere s writings
on workers history and democratic dissensus the role of the
subject in althusser as well as the concept of democracy
and the link between truth and justice
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Reality
2019-09-24

what is reality most people in the modern world are
ignorant of metaphysical realities not to mention the
prevalence of semantic confusion and therefore wynand de
beer aims to counter this ignorance and confusion he
employs numerous insights from classical greek philosophy
and traditional christian theology in order to discuss the
various levels of reality ranging from the highest the divine
to the lowest the material the author then deals with a
range of philosophical and theological themes in the light of
the preceding discussion these include well being and love
time and eternity good and evil truth and knowledge and
the survival of the soul beyond bodily death which is the
only kind of immortality that human beings may attain a
lengthy chapter also deals with the manifestation of higher
levels of consciousness in religion mathematics and music
in the later chapters of the book the author subjects salient
aspects of the western sociocultural phenomenon known as
political correctness to critical scrutiny in the process these
ideologically driven and media promoted isms are
contrasted with both hellenic and christian thought and the
penetrating writings of traditionalist and or anti modernist
thinkers from different parts of the world

Radical Philosophy
1993

this anthology brings together new essays by leading
figures in contemporary philosophy scholars whose work is
well known not only to the entire community of academic
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philosophy but to many in the associated fields of sociology
women s studies literary theory and political science
defining for the first time the boundaries and
accomplishments of a body of work deeply critical of both
the philosophical and the social dimensions of domination
the collection draws on diverse traditions and social
movements these include feminism critical theory marxism
deconstruction democratic socialism theories of race and
ethnicity deep ecology and politicized spirituality the
contributors use these resources to comprehend and indict
the present social order and to help us imagine a more just
liberating and fulfilling society in his lucid introduction roger
s gottlieb describes the formative contexts achievements
and dilemmas of radical philosophy essays in part i tradition
challenge the pretensions of philosophy in epistemology
ethics and the theory of human nature these articles unveil
the social oppression hidden behind self proclaimed
attempts at grand and unbiased philosophical reason in part
ii counter tradition the contributors engage with today s
dominant critical perspectives and show how multi faceted
rich and sometimes confusing these perspectives are their
topics include issues of exploitation democracy and justice
the current status of marxism the impact of deep ecology
on radical theory and some dilemmas faced by cultural
feminism part iii politics addresses questions about
contemporary north american political and cultural life the
essaysexamine relations among varying types of oppression
the experience of community and communities the
possibilities of fundamental political change and the
representation of difference in popular culture
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Metapolitics
2011-03-03

more than half a century after the fall of the third reich
nazism its roots and its essential nature remain a central
and unresolved enigma of the twentieth century during the
period of hitler s ascendancy most attempts at explaining
this unprecedented phenomenon were framed in economic
often marxist sociological terms and concepts peter viereck
s metapolitics initially published in 1941 broke with this
convention by indicting hitler in terms of the judaic christian
ethical tradition and locating certain elements of the nazi
worldview in german romantic poetry music and social
thought newly expanded metapolitics remains a key work in
the cultural interpretation of nazism and totalitarianism and
in the psychological interpretation of hitler as a wagnerite
and failed artist the term metapolitics a coinage from
richard wagner s nationalist circle signifies an ideology
resulting from five distinct strands romanticism embodied
chiefly in the wagnerian ethos the pseudo science of race
fuehrer worship vague economic socialism and the alleged
supernatural and unconscious force of the volk collectivity
together those elements engendered an emphasis on
irrationalism and hysteria and belief in a special german
mission to direct the course of the world s history viereck
analyzes nineteenth century german thought s conflicting
attitudes toward political procedures and social
arrangements rooted in classical rational legalistic and
christian traditions this edition includes an appreciation by
thomas mann and an exchange with jacques barzun
debating viereck s criticism of german romanticism viereck
s essays on the case of albert speer on claus von
stauffenberg the german officer who led the army
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conspiracy to assassinate hitler and on the poets stefan
george and georg heym appear here for the first time in
book form

Between Tradition and Revolution
2015-02-27

the studies in this 1996 volume relate hegel s mature views
on ethics and politics to the classical tradition of western
political thought applying superb scholarship and his
knowledge of earlier thinkers to the philosophy of right
manfred tiedel reveals connections which clarify hegel s
understanding of his relationship with his predecessors

Ecological Metapolitics: Badiou and
the Anthropocene
2012-06-15

ecological metapolitics for the first time attempts to realize
a synthesis between the problem of ecology and some
fundamental concepts of alain badiou s proper philosophy
ecology cannot be the first problem drawing from badiou s
work in ethics metapolitics manifesto for philosophy being
and event and others ecological metapolitics attempts to
consider the possibility of a new modern tradition
emanating from the event in light of the ecological question
today the book considers death mourning democratic
materialism the passion for the real resistance and
technological fixes such as geo engineering ecological
metapolitics ultimately serves as a critique of
environmental ethics argued through badiou s philosophical
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work

History of Political Philosophy
1994

designed for undergraduate students a historical survey of
the most important political philosophers in the western
tradition this volume provides an unequaled introduction to
the thought of chief contributors to the western tradition of
political philosophy from classical greek antiquity to the
twentieth century written by specialists on the various
philosophers this third edition has been expanded
significantly to include both new and revised essays

Philosophical traditions
2011-06-01

terrorist s creed casts a penetrating beam of empathetic
understanding into the disturbing and murky psychological
world of fanatical violence explaining how the fanaticism it
demands stems from the profoundly human need to imbue
existence with meaning and transcendence

Metapolitics
1974

in post war britain cultural interventions were a feature of
fascist parties and movements just as they were in europe
this book makes a new major contribution to existing
scholarship which begins to discuss british fascism as a
cultural phenomenon a collection of essays from leading
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academics this book uncovers how a cultural struggle lay at
the heart of the hegemonic projects of all varieties of british
fascism such a cultural struggle is enacted and reflected in
the text and talk music and literature of british fascism
where other published works have examined the cultural
visions of british fascism during the inter war period this
book is the first to dedicate itself to detailed critical analysis
of the post war cultural landscapes of british fascism
through discussions of cultural phenomena such as folk
music fashion and neo nazi fiction among others cultures of
post war british fascism builds a picture of post war britain
which emphasises the importance of understanding these
politics with reference to their corresponding cultural output
this book is essential reading for undergraduates and
postgraduates studying far right politics and british history

Twentieth-century Philosophy
2012-09-19

metapolitics algorithms and violence argues that we need a
more finegrained approach to understand contemporary far
right violence an approach that takes language and cultural
production in a digital economy seriously this book
underlines the importance of socio political economic
historical and technological context in understanding the
rise of the new right more concretely based on a digital
ethnographic approach it argues that we should understand
this violence and the contemporary rise of new far right
practices and actors in relation to the theoretical renewal of
la nouvelle droite in the 20th century the democratization of
new right metapolitics in the 21st century as a result of the
rise of digital media and the development of a layered
transnational and polycentric new right cultural niche in
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which far right activists and terrorists produce identity
discourse digital cultures and practices this work will be an
engaging and necessary read for researchers interested in
social media digital culture far right politics extremism and
terrorism

Terrorist's Creed
2015-04-10

more than half a century after the fall of the third reich
nazism its roots and its essential nature remain a central
and unresolved enigma of the twentieth century during the
period of hitler s ascendancy most attempts at explaining
this unprecedented phenomenon were framed in economic
often marxist sociological terms and concepts peter viereck
s metapolitics initially published in 1941 broke with this
convention by indicting hitler in terms of the judaic christian
ethical tradition and locating certain elements of the nazi
worldview in german romantic poetry music and social
thought newly expanded metapolitics remains a key work in
the cultural interpretation of nazism and totalitarianism and
in the psychological interpretation of hitler as a wagnerite
and failed artist the term metapolitics a coinage from
richard wagner s nationalist circle signifies an ideology
resulting from five distinct strands romanticism embodied
chiefly in the wagnerian ethos the pseudo science of race
fuehrer worship vague economic socialism and the alleged
supernatural and unconscious force of the volk collectivity
together those elements engendered an emphasis on
irrationalism and hysteria and belief in a special german
mission to direct the course of the world s history viereck
analyzes nineteenth century german thought s conflicting
attitudes toward political procedures and social
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arrangements rooted in classical rational legalistic and
christian traditions this edition includes an appreciation by
thomas mann and an exchange with jacques barzun
debating viereck s criticism of german romanticism viereck
s essays on the case of albert speer on claus von
stauffenberg the german officer who led the army
conspiracy to assassinate hitler and on the poets stefan
george and georg heym appear here for the first time in
book form

Cultures of Post-War British
Fascism
2023-11-01

investigating 20th century chinese ideology through the two
main elements of passionate belief and cultivation of rage
this timely book examines how maoist thinking has
influenced western politics

Metapolitics, Algorithms and
Violence
2017-07-12

divexamines the political thinking of french philosopher of
alain badiou whose theories of ontology and mathematics
have set him apart from many of his post structuralist
contemporaries div
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Metapolitics
2022-06-16

badiou indicts this approach which reduces politics to a
matter of opinion thus eliminating any of its truly radical
and emancipatory possibilities against this intellectual
tradition badiou proposes instead the consideration of
politics in terms of the production of truth and the
affirmation of equality he demands that the question of a
possible political truth be separated from any notion of
consensus or public opinion and that political action be
rethought in terms of the complex process that binds
discussion to decision starting from this analysis badiou
critically examines the thought of anthropologist and
political theorist sylvain lazarus jacques ranciere s writings
on workers history and democratic dissensus the role of the
subject in althusser as well as the concept of democracy
and the link between truth and justice

The Strategy of Maoism in the
West
2011-08-10

in the last half century ludwig wittgenstein s relevance
beyond analytic philosophy to continental philosophy to
cultural studies and to the arts has been widely
acknowledged wittgenstein s tractatus logico philosophicus
was published in 1922 the annus mirabilis of modernism
alongside joyce s ulysses eliot s the waste land mansfield s
the garden party and woolf s jacob s room bertolt brecht s
first play to be produced drums in the night was first staged
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in 1922 as was jean cocteau s antigone with settings by
pablo picasso and music by arthur honegger in different
ways all these modernist landmarks dealt with the crisis of
representation and the demise of eternal metaphysical and
ethical truths wittgenstein s tractatus can be read as
defining expressing and reacting to this crisis in his later
philosophy wittgenstein adopted a novel philosophical
attitude sensitive to the ordinary uses of language as well
as to the unnoticed dogmas they may betray if the gist of
modernism is self reflection and attention to the way form
expresses content then wittgenstein s later ideas in their
fragmented form as well as their ear opening contents
deliver it most precisely understanding wittgenstein
understanding modernism shows wittgenstein s work both
early and late to be closely linked to the modernist geist
that prevailed during his lifetime yet it would be wrong to
argue that wittgenstein was a modernist tout court for
wittgenstein as well as for modernist art understanding is
not gained by such straightforward statements it needs
time hesitation a variety of articulations the refusal of
tempting solutions and perhaps even a sense of defeat it is
such a vision of the linkage between wittgenstein and
modernism that guides the present volume

Badiou and Politics
2012-01-16

dissensus on politics and aesthetics brings together some of
jacques rancière s most recent writings on art and politics
to show the critical potential of two of his most important
concepts the aesthetics of politics and the politics of
aesthetics in this fascinating collection rancière engages in
a radical critique of some of his major contemporaries on
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questions of art and politics gilles deleuze antonio negri
giorgio agamben alain badiou and jacques derrida the
essays show how rancière s ideas can be used to analyse
contemporary trends in both art and politics including the
events surrounding 9 11 war in the contemporary
consensual age and the ethical turn of aesthetics and
politics rancière elaborates new directions for the concepts
of politics and communism as well as the notion of what a
politics of art might be this important collection includes
several essays that have never previously been published in
english as well as a brand new afterword together these
essays serve as a superb introduction to the work of one of
the world s most influential contemporary thinkers

Metapolitics
2017-01-26

based on insight into foucault s lectures on biopolitics which
consider the notion of neoliberalism for all future
relationships between individuals and society and the state
and the economy this book shows that the oligarchic model
of politics and culture management today is a result of the
rise and fall of mass political movements the ideologies of
the end of the twentieth century with which neo liberalism
perfectly establishes a balance are reflected in the
combination of technoscience rational choice and
individualism in this way the rule is reversed into a
cybernetic market as a management model today
transnational corporations control the states and their
political subjects with sovereignty rendered an illusion by
the obsolescence of the modern project since the post
imperial order in the 21st century requires the expansion of
total power rather than the fragmentation of freedom it is
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necessary to explore the hybrid relationship between
economics and politics the corporate system of activities
denotes a subject to all forms of organization of the state
and society from the trade unions to the universities from
institutionalized religion to social welfare and sport the
consequence of this can be seen in the disappearance of
the essence of society this book investigates the logic of
world historical progress from the cybernetic governance
system and the new way of legitimizing capitalism in the
21st century to all forms of suspension of fundamental
ideas which have marked the politics of modernity

Understanding Wittgenstein,
Understanding Modernism
2015-07-30

this book aims to recast the way that philosophers
understand rhetoric rather than follow most philosophers in
conceiving rhetoric as a specific way of speaking or writing
it shows that rhetoric is better understood as a dimension of
all human discourse and action what the author calls
rhetoricity this book provides the first philosophical
treatment of rhetoricity it is motivated by two ongoing
developments the first is the debate between alain badiou
and barbara cassin about philosophy s relation to rhetoric
both badiou and cassin are critical of rhetoric albeit for
different reasons second there has been a growing
resurgence of interest in rhetoric considering the recent rise
in authoritarian politics as well as new forms of propaganda
driven by persuasive technologies this book identifies the
common target of badiou s and cassin s otherwise
incompatible critiques rhetoric s conception of audience it
offers a fresh take on the new rhetoric project of chaïm
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perelman and lucie olbrechts tyteca putting their work into
conversation with the badiou cassin debate the book then
turns to the hermeneutic philosophy of paul ricoeur in
search of an expanded conception of audience it shows that
ricoeur s hermeneutic philosophy allows us to extend
perelman and olbrechts tyteca s psychological notion of
audience to texts themselves and to argue that human
beings have a rhetorical capacity to reflect on audiences in
search of what is potentially persuasive the rhetoricity of
philosophy will be of interest to scholars and advanced
students working in contemporary european philosophy
rhetoric argumentation studies and social theory

Dissensus
2020-01-28

looking at the roots of contemporary political theory this
three volume set examines the global landscape of all the
key theories and the theorists behind them and provides
concise to the point definitions of key concepts ideas
schools and figures

Neoliberalism, Oligarchy and
Politics of the Event
2024-08-02

this book departs from the attempt by political theory to
confront the challenges of political life with new concepts
offering instead a mode of thought so far excluded from the
canon of political theory the philosophy of presence making
the experience of liminality the very centre of thought it
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shows how embracing in betweenness allows us to discern
the limits of both the political order and contemporary
political theory through an examination of the works of
gustav landauer eric voegelin simone weil and václav havel
the author demonstrates the manner in which in
betweenness may be cultivated by way of the philosophy of
presence as a method of self enquiry into existence as it is
experienced subjectively arguing that since externalisation
is the essence of politics and that the way to a more just
society lies inwards through a confrontation with liminality
this study of how to read philosophers of presence renders
their work intelligible to the contemporary discourse of
crisis and will appeal to scholars of social political and
anthropological theory and philosophy

The Rhetoricity of Philosophy
2010-03-18

this book is the first to approach jacques rancière s work
from a legal perspective a former student of louis althusser
rancière is one of the most important contemporary french
philosophers of recent decades offering an original and path
breaking way to think politics democracy and aesthetics
rancière s work has received wide and increasing critical
attention but no study exists so far that reflects on the
wider implications of rancière for law and for socio legal
studies although rancière does not pay much specific
attention to law and there is a strong temptation to identify
law with what he terms the police order much of rancière s
historical work highlights the creative potential of law and
legal language with important legal implications and
ramifications so rather than excavate the rancièrean corpus
for isolated statements about the law this volume reverses
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such a method and asks what would a rancière inspired
legal theory look like bringing together specialists and
scholars in different areas of law critical theory and
philosophy this rethinking of law and socio legal studies
through rancière provides an original and important
engagement with a range of contemporary legal topics
including constituent power and democracy legal
subjectivity human rights practices of adjudication refugees
the nomos of modernity and the sensory configurations of
law it will then be of considerable interest to those working
in these areas

Encyclopedia of Political Theory
2021-03-16

post continental philosophy outlines the shift in continental
thought over the last 20 years through the work of four
central figures gilles deleuze alain badiou michel henry and
françois laruelle though they follow seemingly different
methodologies and agendas each insists on the need for a
return to the category of immanence if philosophy is to
have any future at all rejecting both the german
phenomenological tradition of transcendence of the ego
being consciousness alterity or flesh as well as the french
structuralist valorisation of language they instead take the
immanent categories of biology deleuze mathematics
badiou affectivity henry and axiomatic science laruelle as
focal points for a renewal of thought consequently
continental philosophy is taken in a new direction that
engages science and nature with a refreshingly critical and
non reductive approach to life set theory embodiment and
knowledge however each of these new philosophies of
immanence still regards what the other is doing as
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transcendent representation raising the question of what
this return to immanence really means john mullarkey s
analysis provides a startling answer by teasing out their
internal differences he discovers that the only thing that
can be said of immanence without falling back into
transcendent representation seems not to be a saying at all
but a showing a depiction through lines because each of
these philosophies also places a special value on the
diagram the common ground of immanence is that
occupied by the philosophical diagram rather than the word
the heavily illustrated final chapter of the book literally
outlines how a mode of philosophical discourse might
proceed when using diagrams to think immanence

Liminality and the Philosophy of
Presence
2017-11-06

what if liberal democracy were a contradiction in terms this
book distinguishes liberalism a logic of order from
democracy a principle of disordering to defend a rancièrean
vision of impure politics disclosing rancière s refusal of
ontology as political the lessons of rancière enacts a critical
theory beyond unmasking and a democratic politics beyond
liberalism

Ranciere and Law
2006-01-01

nietzsche theories of knowledge and critical theory the first
volume of a two volume book collection on nietzsche and
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the sciences ranges from reviews of nietzsche and the wide
variety of epistemic traditions not only pre socratic but
cartesian leibnizian kantian and post kantian through
essays on nietzsche s critique of knowledge via his critique
of grammar and modern culture and culminates in an
extended section on the dynamic of nietzsche s critical
philosophy seen from the perspective of habermas and
critical theory this volume features a first time english
translation of habermas s afterword to his own german
language collection of nietzsche s epistemological writings

Post-Continental Philosophy
2013

how has ancient greek thought been received within
phenomenology the volume offers chapters on edmund
husserl martin heidegger hans georg gadamer jacob klein
hannah arendt eugen fink jan patočka emmanuel levinas
and jacques derrida

The Lessons of Rancière
1999-08-31

one of the rising stars of contemporary critical theory bruno
bosteels discusses the new currents of thought generated
by figures such as alain badiou jacques rancire and slavoj
zizek who are spearheading the revival of interest in
communism bosteels examines this resurgence of
communist thought through the prism of speculative leftism
an incapacity to move beyond lofty abstractions and
thoroughly rethink the categories of masses classes and
state debating those questions with writers including
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roberto esposito and alberto moreiras bosteels also
provides a vital account of the work of the bolivian vice
president and thinker lvaro garca linera

Nietzsche, Theories of Knowledge,
and Critical Theory
2021-05-03

what and how should individuals resist in political situations
chris henry brings together the work of althusser badiou
and deleuze in order to offer a new idea of political practice
he develops a structural ontology that gives rise to non
idealist non dogmatic yet ethical practices of resistance
against the return of classical ontological dualities

Phenomenological Interpretations
of Ancient Philosophy
2014-11-01

request a free 30 day online trial to this title at sagepub
com freetrial with entries from leading international
scholars from around the world this eight volume
encyclopedia offers the widest possible coverage of key
areas both regionally and globally the international
encyclopedia of political science provides a definitive
comprehensive picture of all aspects of political life
recognizing the theoretical and cultural pluralism of our
approaches and including findings from the far corners of
the world the eight volumes cover every field of politics
from political theory and methodology to political sociology
comparative politics public policies and international
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relations entries are arranged in alphabetical order and a
list of entries by subject area appears in the front of each
volume for ease of use the encyclopedia contains a detailed
index as well as extensive bibliographical references filling
the need for an exhaustive overview of the empirical
findings and reflections on politics this reference resource is
suited for undergraduate or graduate students who wish to
be informed effectively and quickly on their field of study
for scholars seeking information on relevant research
findings in their area of specialization or in related fields
and for lay readers who may lack a formal background in
political science but have an interest in the field
nonetheless the international encyclopedia of political
science provides an essential authoritative guide to the
state of political science at the start of the 21st century and
for decades to come making it an invaluable resource for a
global readership including researchers students citizens
and policy makers the encyclopedia was developed in
partnership with the international political science
association key themes case and area studies comparative
politics theory and methods democracy and
democratization economics epistemological foundations
equality and inequality gender and race ethnicity
international relations local government peace war and
conflict resolution people and organizations political
economy political parties political sociology public policy
and administration qualitative methods quantitative
methods religion

The Actuality of Communism
2019-03-21

nietzsche s immoralism begins a two volume critical
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reconstruction of a socialist democratic and non liberal
nietzschean politics nietzsche s ideal of amor fati love of
fate cannot be individually adopted because it is
incompatible with deep freedom of agency however we can
create its social conditions thanks to an underappreciated
aspect of his will to power psychology we are driven not
toward domination and conquest but toward resistance
contest and play a heightened feeling of power provoked by
equal challenges that enables the non instrumental
affirmation of suffering this incompatibilist anti teleological
psychology leads to nietzsche s distinctive immoralism the
abandonment of cultural means of human improvement for
a historical materialist politics of breeding that produces
future higher types through changes to our political order s
material conditions politics becomes first philosophy it is
not grounded in moral values but is instead the very source
of their legitimacy moreover despite nietzsche s professed
aristocratism his immoralism offers a stronger foundation
for a renewed left attacking conservative politics at its very
root the belief in moral order authority and responsibility

Ethics of Political Resistance
2011-09-07

in the last decade we have witnessed the return of one of
the most controversial terms in the political lexicon
totalitarianism what are we talking about when we define a
totalitarian political and social situation when did we start
using the word as both adjective and noun and what
totalitarian ghosts haunt the present philosopher simona
forti seeks to answer these questions by reconstructing not
only the genealogy of the concept but also by clarifying its
motives misunderstandings and the controversies that have
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animated its current resurgence taking into account political
theories and historical discussions totalitarianism especially
focuses on philosophical reflections from the question of
totalitarian biopolitics to the alleged totalitarian drifts of
neoliberalism the work invites the relentless formulation of
a radical question about the democratic age the possibilities
it has opened up the voids it leaves behind the mechanisms
it activates and the voluntary servitude it produces forti
argues that totalitarianism cannot be considered an
external threat to democracy but rather as one of the
possible answers to those questions posed by modernity
which democracies have not been able to solve her
investigation of the uses and abuses of totalitarianism as
one of the fundamental categories of the twentieth and
twenty first centuries promises to provoke much needed
discussion and debate among those in philosophy politics
ethics and beyond

International Encyclopedia of
Political Science
2022-10-19

dissenting words is a lively and engaging collection of
interviews that span the length of jacques rancière s
trajectory from the critique of althusserian marxism and the
work on proletarian thinking in the nineteenth century to
the more recent reflections on politics and aesthetics across
these pages rancière discusses the figures concepts and
arguments he has introduced to the theoretical landscape
over the past forty years the themes and concerns that
have animated his thinking the positions he has defended
and the wide range of objects and discourses that have
attracted his attention and through which his thought has
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unfolded history pedagogy literature art cinema but more
than reflecting on the continuities turns ruptures and
deviations in his thought rancière recasts his work in a
different discursive register and the pleasure we experience
in reading these interviews with their asides displacements
and reconstructions stems from the way rancière
transforms the voice of the thinker commenting on his texts
and elucidating his concepts into another and equally rich
manifestation of his thought core sections of this edition are
translated from the french publication et tant pis pour le
gens fatigués by jacques rancière editions amsterdam 2009
published by arrangement agence litteraire pierre astier
associés

Nietzsche’s Immoralism
2024-01-23

reframes philosophical understanding of and engagement
with tragedy in the tragedy of philosophy andrew cooper
challenges the prevailing idea of the death of tragedy
arguing that this assumption reflects a problematic view of
both tragedy and philosophy one that stifles the profound
contribution that tragedy could provide to philosophy today
to build this case cooper presents a novel reading of
immanuel kant s critique of judgment although this text is
normally understood as the final attempt to seal philosophy
from the threat of tragedy cooper argues that kant s project
is rather a creative engagement with a tragedy that is
specific to philosophy namely the inevitable failure of
attempts to master nature through knowledge kant s
encounter with the tragedy of philosophy turns philosophy s
gaze from an exclusive focus on knowledge to matters of
living well in a world that does not bend itself to our desires
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tracing the impact of kant s critique of judgment on some of
the most famous theories of tragedy including those of g w f
hegel friedrich nietzsche martin heidegger and cornelius
castoriadis cooper demonstrates how these philosophers
extend the project found in both kant and the greek
tragedies the attempt to grasp nature as a domain
hospitable to human life

Totalitarianism
2017-09-07

this book explores an often neglected current in
contemporary french political thought that challenges the
limits of the concept of democracy it situates the projects of
jacques ranciere claude lefort and miguel abensour in
relation to each other as well as to the larger philosophical
question of the nature of democracy itself in doing so bryan
nelson illuminates democracy s potential as a profound
emancipatory and transformative project offering an
unprecedented challenge to modes of domination strategies
of inequality and hierarchies of all kinds against prevailing
interpretations the author draws on the central concepts
problems and polemics in the works of ranciere lefort and
abensour to develop a bold conception of democracy that
allows us to rethink its character power and broader social
and political implications

Dissenting Words
2016-08-30

martin heidegger s thinking is a complex and his
terminology is as nuanced as any thinker in the history of
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philosophy as the historian of philosophy par excellence he
also exhibits both a greater appreciation and mastery of
previous thinkers than any almost any other philosopher
before or since the historical dictionary of heidegger s
philosophy third edition addresses this dual challenge of
reading understanding and interpreting heidegger s vast
writings the book provides a comprehensive and detailed
account of the key terms shaping heidegger s philosophy as
well as outlining the development of his thought spanning
the entirety of his career spanning almost sixty years the
dictionary also includes a discussion of heidegger s seminal
writings the spanning his entire gesamtausgabe complete
edition up through volume 99 of the projected 102 volumes
this third edition of historical dictionary of heidegger s
philosophy third edition contains a chronology an
introduction appendixes and an extensive bibliography the
dictionary section has over 800 cross referenced entries
that provides a clear and comprehensive exposition of the
key developments in his life and his thought this book is an
excellent resource for students researchers and anyone
wanting to know more about martin heidegger

The Tragedy of Philosophy
2024-04-30

the question of nietzsche s use of political theory has a long
and vexed history the contributors of this book re situate
debates around the notion of difference in relation to
historical and scholarly concerns but with a view to the
current political context given that today we are faced with
a host of political challenges of domination and resistance
the question raised in this volume is how nietzsche helps us
to think through and to address some of the problems the
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authors also discuss how his writings complicate our desire
for swift solutions to seemingly intractable problems how to
resist slavishness in thought and action how to maintain
hard won civil liberties and rights in the face of encroaching
hegemonic discourses practices and forces or how to
counteract global environmental degradation in short how
to oppose totalitarian movements of homogenization
universalization equalization and instead to affirm both
politically and ontologically a culture of difference

Democracy and Defiance
2019-11-29

vols for 1969 include a section of abstracts

Historical Dictionary of Heidegger's
Philosophy
2022-10-24

Nietzsche and the Politics of
Difference
2007

The Philosopher's Index
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